Fuel Management Systems / Oil Management

Enhance the way you manage your garage, work
orders & fluids with the
NEW

Piusi MCO 2.0 Range

FEATURED

See page 22 for air
operated oil pumps
RELATED PRODUCTS

GPV Bi-Valve

See page 77 for oil
hose reels
RELATED PRODUCTS

MCO 2.0 is much more than just an oil management system;
it is designed to give the manager complete control over
their garage. it helps to plan and monitor all jobs, including
mechanic task scheduling for each bay, as well managing the
accurate dispensing of fluids.

Basic installation
› GPV Bi-valve - made up of two solenoids; a larger one
dispenses at full flow & shuts off when the transaction is
almost complete. A smaller one then allows the remainder
to trickle through for accuracy. One GPV is needed per
dispensing reel.
› Easyview nozzle - manual nozzle with LCD display, which
shows the user what the GPV has dispensed
› USB Software - controls up to 30 GPVs, as well as many
more garage acitivities.

Easyview Nozzle

Complete garage management
functionality...

MCO 2.0 wall mounted & touchscreen tablet control units
available, as well as bay information screens & customer
progress TV modules. Please ask for more information.

Monitor & control your jobs
› Add and monitor outstanding, in process & completed jobs
› Add fluid dispensing transactions to a job including how
much to be dispensed, in what bay and using which reel
› Add any other jobs e.g. brakes, tyres, bodywork, who is
going to do it, in what bay/area & how long it should take
› View how much of a job is complete & the tasks outstanding
Manage your workers' time & tasks
› Add and view users authorised to perform certain tasks
› View workers currently busy, what bay they are working in
& who is free to perform a task
› Add worker shifts to see who is available to allocate jobs to
Monitor & display tanks on site
› Set up & view the tank/drum/storage containers on site,
their location and which reels they are connected to
› View quantity of fluid left in a container for stock monitoring
Code

Description

F00774010

MCO 2.0 USB Software

F00446010

GPV 2.0 Bi-Valve ½” F BSP

F00779010

Easyview Rigid Spout Nozzle

CTS2095

MCO 2.0 Basic Installation Kit

V

110-230v 50/60Hz

Manage workshop areas
› Set up garage areas to easily identify the bays free/in use
within them e.g. corner workshop, main garage area
› Allocate the reels that operate within the area so that jobs
can easily be allocated to a particular bay
› Colour code reels for easy reference i.e. all oil reels one
colour & all antifreeze another
Max Flow Rate (lpm)

Connection

Fluids

List Price

USB (to computer)

N
F
F

£1975.00

30

Wi-FI (to software)

30

Zigbee (to GPV)

£578.95
£223.25
£2777.20

*When price column is highlighted yellow, items are shown at NET price with list price above. No further discounts can be applied.
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